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By Agatha Christie

HarperCollins Publishers, United Kingdom, 2018. Paperback. Condition: New. 2nd Revised edition.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Collins brings the Queen of Crime, Agatha Christie, to English
language learners. Agatha Christie is the most widely published author of all time and in any
language. Now Collins has adapted her famous detective novels for English language learners.
These readers have been carefully adapted using the Collins COBUILD grading scheme to ensure
that the language is at the correct level for an intermediate learner. This book is Level 5 in the
Collins ELT Readers series. Level 5 is equivalent to CEF level B2+ with a word count of 22,000 -
30,000 words. Each book includes:* Full reading of the adapted version available for free online*
Helpful notes on characters* Cultural and historical notes relevant to the plot* A glossary of the
more difficult words* Free online resources for students and teachers at The plot:The Leonides
family live together in a large and crooked house in a wealthy London suburb. When the elderly
millionaire Aristide Leonides is murdered with a fatal injection,the family reluctantly suspect his
glamorous, young second wife.Charles Hayward, who is engaged to the late millionaire s
granddaughter, observes the family...
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ReviewsReviews

Extremely helpful to any or all category of individuals. It really is rally fascinating throgh studying time period. I am just quickly could possibly get a
pleasure of reading a composed ebook.
-- Lawrence Keeling-- Lawrence Keeling

This publication may be worthy of a read through, and a lot better than other. It is among the most incredible book we have read through. Your daily life
period will be change when you total reading this article publication.
-- Garett Baumbach-- Garett Baumbach
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